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CONCEPT: INCLINED PLANES OR RAMPS 
 
● When objects are on Inclined Planes, we “tilt” the X-Y plane to line up the new X-axis ___________ to the incline’s slope. 

- After “tilting”, ____ MUST be decomposed. 

- Components of mg are __________ from the usual component EQs for Forces: mgx goes with [ SIN | COS ]  
 mgy goes with [ SIN | COS ]  
 
 
 
 
 
EXAMPLE: You release a 5kg block on a frictionless incline which is angled at 37° above the horizontal. (a) Draw the FBD.  
(b) Calculate the block’s acceleration down the incline. (c) Write an expression for the Normal force. 
 
      
 
 
  
 
 
 

 
       

 

 
● Acceleration on inclined planes always happens only on the ___ axis, since 𝒂𝒚 = ___ (ΣFy = ___) 

 
- If no other forces act on an object on an inclined plane, its acceleration depends only on θ:  

  

INCLINED PLANES  

1) Draw FBD  

2) Tilt X & Y axes 

3) Write 𝜮𝑭 = 𝒎𝒂 

4) Solve 

mgx = _________  

mgy = _________ 

𝒂 = _______ 

[No other Forces] 

𝜽𝒙 

+y 

+x 

Fx = Fcos(θx)  

Fy = Fsin(θx) θx 

F 
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PROBLEM: A 4.0-kg box sits on a frictionless inclined plane that makes a 21° angle with the horizontal. It is held in place by 

a cord parallel to the plane. Calculate the tension in the cord. 

A) 14 N 

B) 37 N 

C) 33 N 

D) 21 N 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PROBLEM: Mountain highways sometimes have "runaway ramps" for large trucks whose brakes fail. If a truck is moving at 

18 m/s, and the escape ramp has a 20% uphill grade, how long should the ramp be to bring the truck to a stop? 

E) 338 m 

F) 169 m 

G) 84 m 

H) 17 m 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

● When incline angles are given as %, always convert it to a decimal and then to degrees:  

  

INCLINED PLANES  

1) Draw FBD  

2) Tilt X & Y axes 

3) Write 𝜮𝑭 = 𝒎𝒂 

4) Solve 

INCLINED PLANES  

1) Draw FBD  

2) Tilt X & Y axes 

3) Write 𝜮𝑭 = 𝒎𝒂 

4) Solve 

𝜽𝒙(°) = _______ 

_______ 
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PROBLEM: In the figure, block A hangs from a cord that passes over a pulley and connects it to block B, sitting on a 

frictionless ramp. mA=2 kg, mB=5 kg, and θ=53°. What is the magnitude of the blocks' acceleration? 

I) 4.8 m/s2 

J) 2.8 m/s2 

K) 6.5 m/s2 

L) 8.4 m/s2 

 

 

 

CONNECTED SYSTEMS ON INC. 
PLANES  

1) Draw FBD (tilt x&y axes on inclines) 

2) Choose direction of + 

3) Write 𝜮𝑭 = 𝒎𝒂, start with simplest obj. 

4) Solve 𝒂 (EQ addition / substitution) 

5) Plug 𝒂 into EQs, solve other targets  

B 
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CONCEPT: KINETIC FRICTION  
 
● Kinetic friction (____) is a resisting force that occurs when rough surfaces _____________________ against each other. 

- 𝒇𝒌 tries to _______ all motion between the surfaces, so its direction is always ____________ of �⃗�. 
 
 

 

 
 
 

- μk = _____________ of kinetic friction: measure of roughness between 2 surfaces, unitless # between __ & __, 

 Perfectly smooth surfaces:  μk is [ ZERO | LOW | HIGH ] 

 Ice rubbing on ice:   μk is [ ZERO | LOW | HIGH ] 

 Cinderblock on cinderblock:  μk is [ ZERO | LOW | HIGH ] 

  
 
EXAMPLE: A 10-kg box moves on a flat surface at 2 m/s. The coefficient of kinetic friction between the box and the surface 
is 0.4. Calculate (a) the kinetic friction force acting on the box and (b) the acceleration of the box. 
 

  
FORCES  

1) Draw FBD 

2) Write 𝜮𝑭 = 𝒎𝒂 

3) Solve 

�⃗⃗⃗� 

𝒇𝒌 = _______ 
�⃗⃗⃗� 
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PROBLEM: Pushing a 10-kg toolbox across the floor, you find that the box moves at a constant speed when you push 

horizontally with a force of 39 N. What is the coefficient of kinetic friction between the floor and the toolbox? 

A) 0.2 
B) 0.4 
C) 2.5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PROBLEM: You push on a 3-kg box to give it an initial speed of 5 m/s across a floor. If μk = 0.3, how far does the box travel 

before coming to a stop? 

A) 8.6 m 

B) 2.9 m 

C) 7.7 m 

D) 4.3 m 

  

FORCES  

1) Draw FBD 

2) Write 𝜮𝑭 = 𝒎𝒂 

3) Solve 

FORCES  

1) Draw FBD 

2) Write 𝜮𝑭 = 𝒎𝒂 

3) Solve 
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EXAMPLE: A 20-kg box moving along the floor has a downward force of 30N acting on it. How hard must you push the box 
horizontally to keep the box moving at a constant 2m/s if the coefficient of kinetic friction μk is 0.3? 

A) 67.8 N 
B) 58.8 N 
C) 49.8 N 
D) 30 N 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
● Never assume that N = mg, therefore 𝒇𝒌 = 𝝁(𝒎𝒈)! Remember to always calculate N using ΣF = ma.  
 

 

FORCES  

1) Draw FBD 

2) Write 𝜮𝑭 = 𝒎𝒂 

3) Solve 
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CONCEPT: STATIC FRICTION  
 
● Static Friction is another type of friction similar to kinetic friction. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

EXAMPLE: A 5.1kg block is at rest on the floor. The coefficients of static & kinetic friction are 0.6 and 0.3, respectively. 
Determine the magnitude of the friction force on the block when you push it with a force of: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
● μsN is a threshold: the force you must overcome to get an object moving, so μsN is the _____ value of 𝒇𝒔: 𝒇𝒔,______=_____ 

- This is NOT always the actual friction acting on an object. To determine if 𝒇𝒔 vs. 𝒇𝒌, compare F to fs,max: 

IS F STRONG ENOUGH TO GET OBJECT MOVING? 

 NO (F ___ 𝒇𝒔,𝒎𝒂𝒙) YES (F ___ 𝒇𝒔,𝒎𝒂𝒙) 

Object… [ STAYS AT REST | STARTS MOVING ] [ STAYS AT REST | STARTS MOVING ] 

Friction is… [ STATIC (𝒇𝒔) | KINETIC (𝒇𝒌) ] [ STATIC (𝒇𝒔) | KINETIC (𝒇𝒌) ] 

 

  

KINETIC FRICTION STATIC FRICTION 

�⃗⃗�  

𝒇𝒌 = 𝝁𝒌𝑵 𝒇𝒔,______ = ______ 

𝒇𝒌 𝑭 

● When 𝑣 ___ 0 

● Tries to _________ an object from starting to move 

● Direction: __________ to where the object would move without friction.  

● When 𝑣 ≠ 0 

● Tries to stop objects already moving 

● Direction: opposite of motion (�⃗⃗� ) 

𝑭 
a) F = 20N b) F = 40N 

𝑭 

 * 

𝑭=10 𝑭=20 𝑭=30 

threshold 

𝒇𝒔,𝒎𝒂𝒙 

𝑭=40 𝑭=50 

𝒇𝒔 = ___ 𝒇𝒌 = _____ 

 , μs = coeff. of static friction; μs always __ μk 
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PROBLEM: A 5.1 kg block is at rest on the floor. The coefficients of static & kinetic friction are μs = 0.7 and μk = 0.5. 

Calculate the force needed to get the block moving, and the force needed to keep it moving at constant speed. 

A) F = 0.014 N; F = 0.01 N 
B) F = 3.57 N; F = 2.55 N 
C) F = 35; F = 25 
D) Impossible to tell 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
● Remember: μs ≥ μk! It’s always harder to [ GET | KEEP ] something moving than it is to [ GET | KEEP ] it moving. 
 

 

 

PROBLEM: A 15 kg block is initially at rest on a horizontal surface. The coefficient of static friction between the block and 

the surface is μs=0.7. How hard must you push down on the block to keep a 300 N horizontal force from moving it? 

A) 147 N 
B) 210 N 
C) 282 N 
D) 429 N 

  

FRICTION 

1) Draw FBD 
2) Determine if 𝒇 = 𝒇𝒔 or 𝒇𝒌 from text or: 

    If ΣFs on axis of motion > fs,max, 𝒇 = 𝒇𝒌 

3) Write 𝜮𝑭 = 𝒎𝒂 
4) Solve 

FRICTION 

1) Draw FBD 
2) Determine if 𝒇 = 𝒇𝒔 or 𝒇𝒌 from text or: 

    If ΣFs on axis of motion > fs,max, 𝒇 = 𝒇𝒌 

3) Write 𝜮𝑭 = 𝒎𝒂 
4) Solve 
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PROBLEM: A 36N force is needed to start a 7.0 kg box moving across the floor. If the 36.0 N force continues, the box 

accelerates at 0.70 m/s2. What are the coefficients of static and kinetic friction? 

E) μs=0.52 and μk=0.64 

F) μs=0.64 and μk=0.64 

G) μs=0.52 and μk=0.45 

H) μs=0.45 and μk=0.32 

 

 

 

 

 

FRICTION 

1) Draw FBD 
2) Determine if 𝒇 = 𝒇𝒔 or 𝒇𝒌 from text or: 

    If ΣFs on axis of motion > fs,max, 𝒇 = 𝒇𝒌 

3) Write 𝜮𝑭 = 𝒎𝒂 
4) Solve 
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CONCEPT: SOLVING INCLINED PLANE PROBLEMS WITH FRICTION 
 
● You’ll need to solve problems with objects on inclined planes WITH friction. 

- Remember: To determine if objects begin moving, compare all non-friction forces ALONG the axis of motion to ____. 
 
EXAMPLE: You release a 10kg block on ramp inclined at 37°. The coefficients of friction are μs = 0.6 and μk = 0.4.  
a) Calculate the friction force acting on the block when it is released. b) Calculate the block’s acceleration. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

INC. PLANES + FRICTION  

1) Draw FBD (tilt x&y axes on inclines) 

2) Determine if 𝒇 = 𝒇𝒔 or 𝒇𝒌 from text or: 

    If ΣFs on axis of motion > fs,max, 𝒇 = 𝒇𝒌 

3) Write 𝜮𝑭 = 𝒎𝒂 

4) Solve 
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PROBLEM: You attempt to push a 20-kg box up a ramp into a moving truck, applying a 110-N force parallel to the incline. 

The ramp is angled at 15°. The coefficients of friction between the box and the ramp are μs=0.3 and μk=0.2. What are the 

magnitude and direction of the box's acceleration? 

A) 0 m/s2 (no direction) 

B) 0.1 m/s2 up the ramp 

C) 1.1 m/s2 up the ramp 

D) 4.5 m/s2 down the ramp 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

● If the direction of 𝒇 isn’t known, find the net of all non-friction forces along axis of motion. 𝒇 will be ___________ to that. 

 

 

  

INC. PLANES + FRICTION  

1) Draw FBD (tilt x&y axes on inclines) 

2) Determine if 𝒇 = 𝒇𝒔 or 𝒇𝒌 from text or: 

    If ΣFs on axis of motion > fs,max, 𝒇 = 𝒇𝒌 

3) Write 𝜮𝑭 = 𝒎𝒂 

4) Solve 
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PROBLEM: A 2.0-kg block is launched up 40° ramp at 10 m/s. If the block comes to a stop when it reaches a point 3 m 

vertically above the bottom of the ramp, calculate the coefficient of kinetic friction between the block and the ramp. 

A) 0.45 

B) 0.51 

C) 0.59 

D) 0.67 

  

  

INC. PLANES + FRICTION  

1) Draw FBD (tilt x&y axes on inclines) 

2) Determine if 𝒇 = 𝒇𝒔 or 𝒇𝒌 from text or: 

    If ΣFs on axis of motion > fs,max, 𝒇 = 𝒇𝒌 

3) Write 𝜮𝑭 = 𝒎𝒂 

4) Solve 
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PROBLEM: You push a 30kg mini-fridge up a 20° incline. Your push is 120N angled 30° above the axis of the incline. If 

the coefficients of friction between the box and the ramp are μs=0.3 and μk=0.2, what is the box's acceleration? 

A) 0 m/s2 (no direction) 

B) 0.1 m/s2 up the ramp 

C) 1.1 m/s2 up the ramp 

D) 4.5 m/s2 down the ramp  

  

INC. PLANES + FRICTION  

1) Draw FBD (tilt x&y axes on inclines) 

2) Determine if 𝒇 = 𝒇𝒔 or 𝒇𝒌 from text or: 

    If ΣFs on axis of motion > fs,max, 𝒇 = 𝒇𝒌 

3) Write 𝜮𝑭 = 𝒎𝒂 

4) Solve 
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CONCEPT: CRITICAL ANGLES ON ROUGH INCLINED PLANES 
 
● For objects on rough inclines, there are 2 special angles called _________ angles: 

- For both critical angles, 𝒂 = ___. 
 

 
 
 
 
EXAMPLE: You place a 6kg block on an adjustable ramp, then 
tilt the angle of the ramp very slowly until the block suddenly 
starts sliding. If μs = 0.75, calculate this special angle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
● For critical angles, (1) μs & θcrit,s and (2) μk & θcrit,k only depend on each other, not on any other variable (e.g. mass). 
  

𝜽𝒄𝒓𝒊𝒕,𝒔 = _______ 

EXAMPLE: Using the same ramp, once the block begins 

sliding you tilt the ramp so that the block slides down at 

constant speed. If μk = 0.31, calculate this special angle. 

𝝁𝒔 = _________ ⇔ 

�⃗⃗�  

2) θcrit,k → block “slides at constant speed”: ____ = ____ 

𝜽𝒄𝒓𝒊𝒕,𝒌 = _______ ⇔ 𝝁𝒌 = _________ 

1) θcrit,s → block “STARTS sliding”: ____ = ______ 
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PROBLEM: A 3-kg block is at rest on an adjustable ramp. When the ramp is tilted to a 20° angle, the block slides with a 

constant velocity. What is the coefficient of kinetic friction between the ramp and the block? 

A) μk=0.24 

B) μk=0.36 

C) μk=0.52 

D) Not enough information given 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PROBLEM: In the afternoon, a car is parked on a street that runs down a steep hill, at an angle of 35.0° relative to the 

horizontal. After a snowstorm hits the area, and the road becomes icy and just slippery enough for the car to slide 

downhill. What is the coefficient of static friction between the car tires and the icy road? 

A) μs=0.47 

B) μs=0.70 

C) μs=1.54 

D) Not enough information given 

 

 

𝜽𝒄𝒓𝒊𝒕,𝒔 = tan−1(𝜇𝑠) 

𝝁𝒔 = tan(𝜃𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡,𝑠) 

𝜽𝒄𝒓𝒊𝒕,𝒌 = tan−1(𝜇𝑘) 

𝝁𝒌 = tan(𝜃𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡,𝑘) 

𝜽𝒄𝒓𝒊𝒕,𝒔 = tan−1(𝜇𝑠) 

𝝁𝒔 = tan(𝜃𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡,𝑠) 

𝜽𝒄𝒓𝒊𝒕,𝒌 = tan−1(𝜇𝑘) 

𝝁𝒌 = tan(𝜃𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡,𝑘) 
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CONCEPT: CONNECTED SYSTEMS OF OBJECTS WITH FRICTION  
 
● If 2+ objects are connected and friction is NOT negligible, you’ll have to consider the friction on _______ object. 

- Remember: Connected objects have the same �⃗⃗�  and �⃗⃗� ! 
 
EXAMPLE: A 10kg block is tied via a string to a 5kg block on a rough table where μs = 0.5 and μk = 0.3. If you pull on the 
10kg block with 90N, and the objects start moving, a) Draw FBDs for both blocks; b) find the acceleration of the blocks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

CONNECTED OBJECTS + FRICTION 

1) Draw FBD for all obj’s, choose direction of + 

2) Determine if 𝒇 = 𝒇𝒔 or 𝒇𝒌 from text or:  

    If ΣFs on axis of motion > fs,max, 𝒇 = 𝒇𝒌 

3) Write ΣF=ma, start with simplest (fewest Fs) 

4) Solve a (EQ Addition / Substitution) 
5) Plug a into eq’s, solve other targets if needed 

5 10 
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PROBLEM: Two blocks are connected by a cord over a pulley. Block A rests on a rough tabletop. Block B has mass 

mB=2kg and hangs over the edge of the table. The coefficients of friction between Block A and the tabletop are μs=0.6 and 

μk=0.4. What is the minimum mass Block A can have to keep the system from starting to move?  

A) 3.33 kg 

B) 5 kg 

C) 32.7 kg 

CONNECTED OBJECTS + FRICTION 

1) Draw FBD for all obj’s, choose direction of + 

2) Determine if 𝒇 = 𝒇𝒔 or 𝒇𝒌 from text or:  

    If ΣFs on axis of motion > fs,max, 𝒇 = 𝒇𝒌 

3) Write ΣF=ma, start with simplest (fewest Fs) 

4) Solve a (EQ Addition / Substitution) 
5) Plug a into eq’s, solve other targets if needed 
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[ EXAMPLE ]  
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CONCEPT: CONNECTED OBJECTS ON INCLINED PLANES WITH FRICTION 
 
● Some problems will combine multiple objects on ramps with friction! Usually, you’ll know which kind of friction is acting. 

- To solve, use all the problem-solving steps for systems of objects, inclined planes, and friction. 
 
EXAMPLE: Two blocks are connected by a cable & massless pulley. Block B pulls Block A, which moves up the 30° incline. 
Block B weighs 100N (mB = 10.2kg), block A weighs 40N (mA = 4.1kg). If μk = 0.15, find the acceleration of the system. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

CONNECTED OBJECTS + INCLINED 
PLANES + FRICTION 

1) Draw FBD for all obj’s, choose direction of + 

2) Determine if 𝒇 = 𝒇𝒔 or 𝒇𝒌 from text or: 

    If ΣFs on axis of motion > fs,max, 𝒇 = 𝒇𝒌 

3) Write ΣF=ma, start with simplest (fewest Fs) 

4) Solve a (EQ Addition / Substitution) 
5) Plug a into eq’s, solve other targets if needed 

B 
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PROBLEM: Two blocks made of different materials, connected by a string, slide down a 30° inclined plane . Block A has 

mass 8kg, and the coefficient of static friction between Block A and the incline is 0.35. Block B has mass 4kg, and the 

coefficient of friction between block B and the plane is 0.25. After the blocks are released, find the tension in the cord. 

A) 1.23 N 

B) 2.21 N 

C) 1.67 N 

D) 2.28 N 

 

 

  

CONNECTED OBJECTS + INCLINED 
PLANES + FRICTION 

1) Draw FBD for all obj’s, choose direction of + 

2) Determine if 𝒇 = 𝒇𝒔 or 𝒇𝒌 from text or:  

    If ΣFs on axis of motion > fs,max, 𝒇 = 𝒇𝒌 

3) Write ΣF=ma, start with simplest (fewest Fs) 

4) Solve a (EQ Addition / Substitution) 
5) Plug a into eq’s, solve other targets if needed 

θ 
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PROBLEM: Two blocks, A and B, sit on back-to-back rough inclined planes and are connected to each other by a cable. 

The angles of the planes are θA=15° and θB=30°. The masses of the blocks are mA=2kg and mB=5kg, and μk=0.2. When the 

blocks are released from rest and begin moving, what is the magnitude of their acceleration? 

A) 2.47 m/s2 

B) 1.02 m/s2 

C) 3.45 m/s2 

D) 10.5 m/s2 

 

 

  

 

 

 

CONNECTED OBJECTS + INCLINED 
PLANES + FRICTION 

1) Draw FBD for all obj’s, choose direction of + 

2) Determine if 𝒇 = 𝒇𝒔 or 𝒇𝒌 from text or:  

    If ΣFs on axis of motion > fs,max, 𝒇 = 𝒇𝒌 

3) Write ΣF=ma, start with simplest (fewest Fs) 

4) Solve a (EQ Addition / Substitution) 
5) Plug a into eq’s, solve other targets if needed 

θA θB 
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CONCEPT: STACKED BLOCKS  
 
● When objects are stacked on top of each other, the force that causes the top objects to move is __________________. 

- Unlike for previous problems, friction acts in the [ SAME | OPPOSITE ] direction as the direction of motion! 

- Friction is [ KINETIC | STATIC ] when the relative velocity between 2 surfaces is [ NOT ZERO | ZERO ]. 

- Friction is [ KINETIC | STATIC ] when the relative velocity between 2 surfaces is [ NOT ZERO | ZERO ]. 

 
EXAMPLE: A 10kg box rests on a frictionless floor, with a 5kg box on top of it. The coefficients of friction between the 
boxes are μs = 0.7 and μk = 0.3. You pull the bottom box with a force F. What is the maximum acceleration the bottom box 
can have so that the 2 boxes remain moving together, i.e. the top box does not slide on the bottom box? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
● The friction between the stacked blocks always depends on the ___________ between the blocks. 

  

CONNECTED OBJECTS + FRICTION 

1) Draw FBD for all obj’s, choose direction of + 

2) Determine if 𝒇 = 𝒇𝒔 or 𝒇𝒌 from text or:  

    If ΣFs on axis of motion > fs,max, 𝒇 = 𝒇𝒌 

3) Write ΣF=ma, start with simplest (fewest Fs) 

4) Solve a (EQ Addition / Substitution) 
5) Plug a into eq’s, solve other targets if needed 
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PROBLEM: A 4kg block sits on top of a 6kg block which is on a frictionless surface. The coefficients of friction between the 

two blocks are μs=0.5 and μk=0.3. Calculate the maximum force you can pull on the bottom block with so that the objects 

move together. 

A) 49 N 

B) 19.6 N 

C) 3.27 N 

D) 4.9 N 

 

  

CONNECTED OBJECTS + FRICTION 

1) Draw FBD for all obj’s, choose direction of + 

2) Determine if 𝒇 = 𝒇𝒔 or 𝒇𝒌 from text or:  

    If ΣFs on axis of motion > fs,max, 𝒇 = 𝒇𝒌 

3) Write ΣF=ma, start with simplest (fewest Fs) 

4) Solve a (EQ Addition / Substitution) 
5) Plug a into eq’s, solve other targets if needed 
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PROBLEM: A 5kg block A is placed on a 10kg block B. Block A is tied to a wall, while Block B is pulled with a Force of 45N 

and moves to the right. The masses of the blocks are mA=10kg and mB=6kg, and the coefficient of kinetic friction between 

all surfaces is μk = 0.2. What is the Tension on Block A? 

E) 45 N 

F) 9.8 N 

G) 49 N 

H) 1.8 N 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONNECTED OBJECTS + FRICTION 

1) Draw FBD for all obj’s, choose direction of + 

2) Determine if 𝒇 = 𝒇𝒔 or 𝒇𝒌 from text or:  

    If ΣFs on axis of motion > fs,max, 𝒇 = 𝒇𝒌 

3) Write ΣF=ma, start with simplest (fewest Fs) 

4) Solve a (EQ Addition / Substitution) 
5) Plug a into eq’s, solve other targets if needed 

B

A 

𝑭 
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FS = –FA = ________ 

SPRING FORCE 

 

● When you push/pull against a spring with FA, the spring pushes back (Newton’s _____ Law): 

 

- x = _________________ (________________ or _______________). 

 - NOT the spring’s length, but its change      x = ___________. 

- k is the spring’s __________________________ (Units: _________) 

 - How __________ the spring is. Higher k  __________ to deform. 

- FS is a __________________ force, always opposite to deformation (____) 

 - Always pulling spring back to its original length (x = ____). 

 

EXAMPLE 1: A 1.0 m-long spring is laid horizontally with one of its ends fixed. When you pull on it with 50 N, it stretches to 

1.2 m. (a) What is the spring’s force constant? (b) How much force is needed to compress it to 0.7 m? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

● If you attach a mass to a vertical spring, and let the mass come down slowly: 

 - Its weight will stretch the spring, until they reach _________________: 

_______ = _______ 

- This also applies to a mass on top of a spring, slowly compressing it. 

 

PRACTICE 1: A vertical spring is originally 60 cm long. When you attach a 5 kg object to it, the spring stretches to 70 cm. 

(a) Find the force constant on the spring. (b) You now attach an additional 10 kg to the spring. Find its new length. 
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